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In the VH2 Universe, Frank Seleski was in search of “the footprints of God”. That was
the feeling I got when this document was placed in my hands.

This is the first draft to Alpha & Omega written on January 24, 1991, the plot which
was handed to Barry Windsor-Smith (which has been well documented in previous
interviews) that he loved and rejected because it was too much to handle. I kinda
see that. Upon my first read of this plot I laughed out loud when I read (margain
page count) page 23- “Big effect page. We reveal the secrets of existence. Note:
This we may need to discuss” because that was how it was back then for this brand
new company called VALIANT Comics- there were no limits, he wrote the impossible
and they pulled it off.

Anyway, you can see the first thoughts that went into creating a Universe right here.
You can see the advantage of not having 25 years of continuity to keep faithful to, a
luxory Marvel or DC do not have, regardless of how many times they may attempt it.
It is here you can see for the first time the footprints of god. You can see the vision
for doing something right with the controls set for the sun itself- simply put, never has
there been a more ambitious story written until this one came along in 1991.

As you see, this is the first version of the plot. On the left margain you can see what
were the first and second page counts for the story. If I had to guess, I’d say the
straight lines are the first page count, 40 pages, then later redone for 32 pages- one
of many ideas for what to do with this story. As Jim states:

“This was back at the beginning of all the premiums, promotions, giveaways that
people were doing to sell comics, we were co-inventors of that- we came up with
this idea for Magnus where you buy the first eight issues and you get the trading
cards and you get Magnus #0 for free. We of course didn't invent zero issues, I think
that was R. Crumb who had the first zero issue, but no one else was doing it at the
time. So we wanted to do it again, but we didn't want to do the same thing again- we



tried it with Harbinger and the free zero issue, but we kept trying to do it different
ways- like serialize a story and put it in the middle, with Archer and Armstrong: just
publish the damn thing, number the first one zero (laughs), we kept coming up with
variations just to keep people interested, and we hoped it would drive sales and
fortunately it did.”

 Lucky for us VALIANT fans, we ended up with 68 pages encompassing what is
undoubtably one of the best stories ever written in this entire medium.

As I write this intro, I am about to embark on my own journey into that medium.
Perhaps it is the editor in me, but I couldn’t help but take mental notes as I read this
plot, like ask “if it was his brother’s baby and he was so emotional over it, when why
was he in a nightclub?” or ask “why does Gayle have a rad badge?” and realize it is
my desire to go back in time and wish I had been there, sticking post-its on Jim
Shooter’s newly written story, throwing around ideas for this new series and that is
the kind of feeling I’m sure you will get after you read this plot as I have.

Loved that VALIANT.

                                                                               Enjoy!




































